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Traffic Alert – Madisonville
Charloe Street closed for approximately 3 weeks

CINCINNATI – Charloe Street in the vicinity of 5246-5254 Charloe is currently closed and will remain closed through the end of September, pending weather and field conditions. Access for local residents will be maintained at all times, but delays are possible.

Please see the attached project map.

The Metropolitan Sewer District of Greater Cincinnati (MSD) and its contractor, Queen City Mechanicals, Inc., are replacing a regulator structure for Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) 43 underneath Charloe Street.

Construction activities will occur generally between 7:00 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday. The project is anticipated to be completed by November 2019, pending weather and field conditions.

Typical construction-related disturbances such as noise, dirt and vibrations should be expected throughout the construction period.

This project is part of Project Groundwork, MSD’s multi-year plan to reduce sewer overflows into streams and rivers in Hamilton County. Project Groundwork will improve the quality of our lives through cleaner streams, improved protection of public health, and enhancement of the communities where we live, work, and play.

For additional information about the MSD project, please contact MSD Engineering Customer Service at (513) 557-3594 or MSD.Communications@cincinnati-oh.gov.
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